
















Cooling - Installing an Auxiliary Fan in a Big Healey 

 

-Steve Jekogian 

Hot! Hot! Hot! That’s what it often gets in A Big Healey. You know the feeling everything is 

fine, the car is running great, the traffic is moving and the Temp gauge is at a nice 180 degrees. 

But them it happens, a little traffic, a couple of red lights, a slow driver in front of you and your 

eyes start to stare at that temp gauge and it starts is momentous rise up, up, up. Where it will stop 

no one knows. Yea you start to rev the motor and hope, hope, hope. But even if it doesn’t boil 

over you worry, worry, worry. 

An overheated Healey is really why I fell in love with the car. How? Well it all started around 

1964 when we were coming back from the Jersey shore on a hot summer Sunday evening. Stuck 

in traffic in my Dad’s 1961 Dodge Dart (no A/C) on the highway leading to the bridge into 

Philadelphia. We crept along and then I saw them, the setting sun light shinning off their 

beautiful Silver Blue paint. Two Healey’s with the hoods open and the owners talking. What a 

great looking car and look at the friends you can make. Little did that teenager know they were 

stuck there? But in my dreams I knew I wanted that car. Zoom ahead 20 or 30, OK 40, years and 

now I am at a traffic light staring at the &^%#)@*&& temp gauge. While my car never “boiled 

over” I do worry when the Temp goes up. 

So this year I installed an electric auxiliary fan. The 10” model I installed is reversible which 

means it can be set up to push the air through the radiator, or pull it if installed on the inside of 

the radiator. I decided to put it in front of the radiator and keep the standard four blade fan. 

Installation was really easy there were 4 kind of “wire ties” with a fat head that slipped through 

the radiator core and attached the fan to the front of the radiator. 

First I positioned it low to not block the air flow But I realized the front frame cross member 

would not allow me to attach the bottom ties. So up I moved it. Prior to installing it I painted 

some of the silver on the fan black to conceal it even further. 

Bob Pense suggested I install an electric relay along with the switch and I mounted it on the air 

vent bulkhead as it was easy to run the wires through the firewall. 

It is not noisy and now I do not worry about traffic lights or really hot days. 
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